Smarter Balanced Paper-Pencil Test
English Glossary Student Resource Sheet
Grade 5 ELA
Directions for Student Use:
• Students should use this Glossary Resource Sheet in conjunction with their
(ELA) test booklet.
• Some items in your test booklet include words where a definition or synonym
may help you in understanding the test question. Items that contain these
words are identified by their item number in the first column.
Item
Number

Items with English Glossaries
(words and their definitions and/or synonyms)
Session 1

Sample B

responsible for: in charge of

Sample C

turned it out: made it leave

1.

settlers: people who move to a new place
prepared: ready
protect: keep safe
supplies: things needed
native tribes: groups of people born in a particular place

2.

settlements: a place where a few people live while starting to
make it into a community
communicate: share ideas back and forth

3.

DNA: substance that carries genetic information in people’s cells
ongoing: still happening
produced: to make something
concluding: the end or final part
variety: many or a collection

6.

captured: caught
bands: groups
implies: suggests
emphasizes: gives special attention to
breeds: types of animals that are alike
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7.

watering places: where animals go to drink water
grazing places: where animals go to eat grass
mares: female horses
stallion: a male horse
occurs: happens

8.

tamed herds: group of animals trained not to be wild
mustangs: wild horses that live in North America
livestock: farm animals
competition: when two kinds of animals need the same thing,
and one gets less or none
occurred: happened

9.

graduate studies: university classes taken after finishing
college
habitats: places where animals live
predators: animals that hunt other animals to eat
management: making decisions about something

10.

managers: people who run a business
foals: very young horses
reintroduce: bring back
balance of nature: state when there are equal numbers of
different types of animals

12.

inference: educated guess
stow away: hide

13.

stack: make a neat pile
kindling: dry twigs that burn easily and are used to start a fire

14.

noticed: seen
familiar: known
capture: show in an accurate way
prickly: covered with many sharp parts
content: happy

16.

amazing: unexpected, terrific
surveying: looking at or studying something closely
miniature: very tiny
natural: normal
furrowed: making a small line or wrinkle in your face

17.

delicately: very carefully

18.

proud: feeling happy and pleased
embarrassed: feeling foolish in front of others
getting caught: being seen
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19.

suspense: excitement, state of wondering
revealing: showing
upset: very sad, worried, or angry about something

21.

edit: make changes to
grammar usage: the way rules are used to make sentences
error: mistake

22.

store: a place that sells things

23.

haunted: visited by frightening ghosts
shudder: shake
trickles: moves slowly
portraits: paintings of people
Whirling: turning in a circle

24.

punctuated: marked with commas, periods, and other symbols
in writing
continued: kept going

25.

carve: cut into
pumpkin: a round, orange vegetable; a kind of squash

26.

hiking: walking outside for exercise or fun
recover: return to a normal state
lookout: high place from which you can see a wide area
tower: tall building or structure
distance: far away

27.

punctuated: have the correct punctuation marks, such as
commas, periods, and question marks
victories: wins
sofa: couch
comfortable: relaxing

28.

recently: a short time ago
congratulate: tell someone you are happy for what he or
she did
charity: act of giving to others
burst: break, start quickly
spread: move from one place to many others, went around

29.

surveyed: asked a group of questions in order to get
information
attend: go to
fulfill: complete, finish
duties: tasks, responsibilities
prepare: get ready
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30.

overheard: listened in on
vents: openings that let air go in or out
conversations: talks between people
resist: keep away from
investigating: looking into

32.

fertile: rich in nutrients, good for growing plants

34.

patch: fix
raised: lifted up
cargo: things carried on boats
expensive: costly
challenges: difficulties

38.

separate: set apart
environment: world around us
pressure: force felt when someone tries to make you do
something
pests: insects, rats, and other rodents that carry germs
Session 2

39.

astronaut: person who travels in a spacecraft into outer space
college degrees: official documents given to those who
complete college
advertisement: announcement seeking workers
robotic: controlled by a machine that helps humans

41.

robotic: controlled by a machine that does things for humans
astronaut: person who travels in a spacecraft into outer space

45.

presentation: something that explains or describes a topic

47.

pranks: tricks
inauguration: beginning of a new job with an official ceremony
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